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September 22ndSeptember 22nd



MidtermMidterm--11
!! Wednesday Sept. 24th at 6pmWednesday Sept. 24th at 6pm

�� Section 1 (the 4:10pm class) exam in Section 1 (the 4:10pm class) exam in ��
BCC N130 (Business College)BCC N130 (Business College)

�� Section 2 (the 6:00pm class) exam in Section 2 (the 6:00pm class) exam in ��
NR 158 (Natural Resources)NR 158 (Natural Resources)

�� Allowed one sheet of notes        Allowed one sheet of notes        
(both sides) and calculator(both sides) and calculator

�� Need photo IDNeed photo ID
�� Send Prof. Tollefson email if you need Send Prof. Tollefson email if you need 

to take the maketo take the make--up exam and up exam and 
explain why (explain why (tollefson@pa.msu.edutollefson@pa.msu.edu)  )  
�� MakeMake--up exam is at 8am Thursday up exam is at 8am Thursday 

(meet at 3234 BPS by 7:55am) (meet at 3234 BPS by 7:55am) 

�� Use the helpUse the help--room to prepareroom to prepare
�� Review in class on TuesdayReview in class on Tuesday



Current and Resistance (Review)Current and Resistance (Review)
!! CurrentCurrent

!! SI unit for current is ampereSI unit for current is ampere

!! Current is a scalarCurrent is a scalar

!! Use arrows to indicate positive Use arrows to indicate positive 
charge flow along conductor charge flow along conductor 
(electrons actually move in the (electrons actually move in the 
opposite direction)opposite direction)

!! qq is conserved so is conserved so 

sCA 11 =

210 iii +=

dt
dqi =



Current and Resistance (Review)Current and Resistance (Review)

!! Total current through a Total current through a 
surface can be defined in surface can be defined in 
terms of the terms of the Current Current 
density, density, JJ �� flow of charge flow of charge 
through a cross sectionthrough a cross section

!! If If JJ is uniform and parallel is uniform and parallel 
to to dAdA

!! SI unit for SI unit for J J is A/mis A/m22

∫ •= AdJi
rr

∫ == JAJdAi
A
iJ =



Current and ResistanceCurrent and Resistance

!! Different types of materials, i.e. glass Different types of materials, i.e. glass 
and copper, give very different and copper, give very different ii for for 
the same the same VV

!! Define this characteristic as Define this characteristic as resistance resistance 

!! SI unit is ohm, SI unit is ohm, ΩΩ

!! AA resistor resistor is a device used to provide is a device used to provide 
a specified resistance in a circuit.a specified resistance in a circuit.

!! Given Given VV, greater , greater RR means smaller means smaller ii

i
VR =

AV11 =Ω

R
Vi =



Current and ResistanceCurrent and Resistance
!! ResistivityResistivity, , ρρ, of a material is , of a material is 

defined as the defined as the EE field at a field at a 
point in the material over point in the material over 
the current density:the current density:

!! SI unit is  SI unit is  ΩΩ·m·m

!! Conversely speak of a Conversely speak of a 
material�s material�s conductivity, conductivity, σσ

!! SI unit is  (SI unit is  (ΩΩ·m)·m)--11

J
E=ρ

ρ
σ 1=



Current and ResistanceCurrent and Resistance

!! Know Know ρρ of material can of material can 
calculate calculate RR for a length for a length 
of wire of that materialof wire of that material

BUTBUT

J
E=ρ

L
V

s
VE =

∆
∆=

A
iJ =

i
VR =

L
A

i
V

Ai
LV ==ρ

A
LR ρ=BUTBUT SOSO



Checkpoint #3Checkpoint #3
!! Three copper Three copper 

conductors with same conductors with same 
applied applied VV.  Rank .  Rank i i 
through them, through them, 
greatest first.greatest first.

R
Vi =

A
LR ρ=

a and c tie with largest a and c tie with largest ii,  then ,  then iibb=i=ia a / / 33

!! For b and c only the For b and c only the 
length differs so length differs so RRbb==33RRcc..

!! For c both For c both AA and and LL are are 
divided by 2 so divided by 2 so RRaa=R=Rcc..



Current and ResistanceCurrent and Resistance

!! Macroscopic quantities Macroscopic quantities V, i  V, i  and and R  R  work work 
well for electrical measurements well for electrical measurements 

!! Use microscopic quantities Use microscopic quantities EE , , JJ , and , and ρρ
when talk about electrical properties of when talk about electrical properties of 
materialsmaterials



Current and ResistanceCurrent and Resistance
!! ResistivitiesResistivities for some common for some common 

materials (at room temperature)materials (at room temperature)

!! Metal (Copper)Metal (Copper)

!! SemiSemi--conductor (Silicon) conductor (Silicon) 
!! (n(n--type means doped with  type means doped with  

phosphorus impurities)phosphorus impurities)

!! Insulator (Glass)Insulator (Glass)

!! Glass will conduct at high Glass will conduct at high 
temperatures temperatures 10101010 -- 10101414GlassGlass

8.7 8.7 ×××××××× 1010--44Silicon, Silicon, 
nn--typetype

2.5 2.5 ×××××××× 101033SiliconSilicon

1.69 1.69 ×××××××× 1010--88CopperCopper

ResistivityResistivity, , ρρMaterialMaterial



Current and Resistance (Fig. 27Current and Resistance (Fig. 27--10) 10) 

!! ResistivityResistivity, , ρρ,, varies with varies with 
temperature due to temperature due to 
thermal vibrationsthermal vibrations

!! For metals, relation is fairly For metals, relation is fairly 
linear linear �� e.g. copper e.g. copper →→→→→→→→

!! TT00 and and ρρ00 are reference are reference 
points measured at room points measured at room 
temperaturetemperature

!! αα is temperature   is temperature   
coefficient of coefficient of resistivityresistivity

( )000 TT −=− αρρρ



Current and Resistance Current and Resistance 

!! So far have assumed that So far have assumed that RR is is 
independent of the magnitude independent of the magnitude 
and polarity of the applied and polarity of the applied VV

!! This is known as This is known as Ohm�s lawOhm�s law

!! Ohm�s law is not generally Ohm�s law is not generally 
valid, but it is a good empirical valid, but it is a good empirical 
rule for most systemsrule for most systems

i
VR =

iRV =



Current and Resistance (Fig. 27Current and Resistance (Fig. 27--11) 11) 

!! A conducting device obeys Ohm�s law when   A conducting device obeys Ohm�s law when   
RR is independent of size and direction of is independent of size and direction of VV

�� Ohm�s lawOhm�s law asserts that asserts that 
current through a current through a 
device is always directly device is always directly 
proportional to the proportional to the VV
applied to the deviceapplied to the device

�� Plot of Plot of ii vs. vs. VV is a is a 
straight linestraight line
�� Slope (i/V) is the same Slope (i/V) is the same 

for all values of Vfor all values of V

iVR =



Current and Resistance (Fig. 27Current and Resistance (Fig. 27--11) 11) 

!! What about this graph? What about this graph? 
!! It�s for a semiconductor                                It�s for a semiconductor                                

!! (Not all materials obey Ohm�s law) (Not all materials obey Ohm�s law) 



Current and Resistance (Fig. 27Current and Resistance (Fig. 27--14)14)

!! Superconductors:  Superconductors:  R  R  
goes to zero at some goes to zero at some 
finite finite TT

!! Once charges start Once charges start 
moving no thermal losses moving no thermal losses 
-- current forevercurrent forever

!! Temperatures are usually Temperatures are usually 
very low (4very low (4--20 K)20 K)

Mercury



Current (Fig. 27Current (Fig. 27--13)13)

!! Calculate the amount of power, Calculate the amount of power, PP, in a circuit, in a circuit

!! SI unit is watt, WSI unit is watt, W

iVP =

VdtiVdqdU ==
dt
dUP =

AVW ⋅=11



Current and Resistance Current and Resistance 
!! Transfer potential Transfer potential 

energy, energy, UU,  to some ,  to some 
other form other form 

!! For resistors energy is For resistors energy is 
transferred to thermal transferred to thermal 
energy energy �� heatheat

!! Use resistance Use resistance 
definition to finddefinition to find

iVP =

RiP 2=

i
VR =

R
VP

2

=


